Hello:

**eSARS Online Scheduling**

Scheduling an online appointment with a counselor can be easy for busy students on the go. Our eSARS system is an easy and convenient way to schedule an appointment with a Counselor in the General Counseling Office.

Make an academic counseling appointment through eSARS.

Please note that online counseling appointments will not be available two weeks before the start of each semester or the first two weeks once the semester begins. To accommodate your needs, the Counseling Office will provide walk-in appointments only during the two weeks before classes begin and during the first two weeks of school.

**eAdvising and Ask a Counselor**

You can also communicate with a counselor online through our eAdvising and Ask A Counselor options. The system allows our advisors to view and answer your counseling questions within two business days. You can find these and more resources on the LASC Counseling website.

Thank you,
LASC General Counseling
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